The basic SEX dilemma: Should I or shouldn’t I?

An Arrow Decon will look just as fresh on the last dance as it did on the first. Decon’s Arrow blend of 65% Dacron and 35% cotton that frustrates wrinkles. A wash-and-wear that needs only a little touching up. Available in solid or stripe styles. Next tabber snap collar (as shown) or classic button down. $6.95.

Bald New Breed by ARROW

The MIT Chapter of Sigma Gamma Tau held its semi-annual initiation banquet at Endicott House Thursday. Sigma Gamma Tau is the national aeronautical and astronautical engineering honorary society, whose purpose is to bestow recognition and distinction upon those, in the field of aeronautics and astronautics, who, by their scholarship, integrity, and achievement, have contributed.
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Larry’s Barber Shop

545 Technology Square
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“For that well groomed look, go to Larry’s!”
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It frugs, fishes, cha cha’s, bossa nova’s, mokey’s, merengues, even twists without a wrinkle.

Bullying

The Daily arranged two bull sessions in order to sample student views. One involved only men, the other only women. The comments covered dating, etiquette, and, of course, sex. Although the men agreed physical appearance is important as an initial attraction, one said, “A girl that’s not enough to go in a clothes horse. She looks a lot better if she metals in what she’s wearing.” One dismissed excessive makeup and clothes with the comment, “You don’t get any more on a good steak, but maybe a ham-let meatloaf." The most differentiating factor among coeds, the man agreed, in age. Freshman girls think all men are nasty,” one engineering student said. “Sophomores girls think some are, juniors know they all are, and the seniors are glad.” Freshmen aren’t too concerned with technique; they let their emotions run away with them. But they worry because they aren’t aware that girls like sex, too. these and more profound remarks appeared in the paper’s coverage of the recent discussions of ‘in love parents” literally ‘in place of parents” with regard to the University. “It’s been much shared," the dean said; "roughly translated the phrase means ‘we help you’ rather than ‘that damn abused,” the dean said; "roughly

granted, marriage’

The most differentiating factor among coeds, the man agreed, in age. Freshman girls think all men are nasty,” one engineering student said. “Sophomores girls think some are, juniors know they all are, and the seniors are glad.” Freshmen aren’t too concerned with technique; they let their emotions run away with them. But they worry because they aren’t aware that girls like sex, too. these and more profound remarks appeared in the paper’s coverage of the recent discussions of ‘in love parents’ literally ‘in place of parents’ with regard to the University. “It’s been much shared," the dean said; "roughly translated the phrase means ‘we help you’ rather than ‘that damn abused,” the dean said; "roughly

grades, marriages

The girls favored birth control too earth shaking in its revelations. When the first head disappears, a Wellesley girl: “A policeman comes around and breaks it up if the head disappears below the window—very alarming.’ We’d like to know how the cop knows when the head begins to grow. Miss Greene’s book was consid-

at fault
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